
    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. States must v_ _ _ _y applicants’ citizenship status.
2. Private companies don’t want to r_ _ _ _ _ _e existing buildings, as the potential profits are too small.
3. The a_ _ _ _ _ _ated inflation figure is lower than last month’s.
4. He was in d_ _ _ _ _e with his last company, which had terminated his contract.
5. Other recommendations included r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ing the number of retail outlets that can sell tobacco
6. I just wanted to quickly t_ _ _h b_ _e with you: did you get an email from my secretary about the meeting?

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

      Read both the following sentences and the list of definitions, and match each word (1 – 18) with the most 
appropriate definition (a – R).

 That pharmacy1 is out of room2 and is thinking about expanding3 into the adjacent4 vacant5 lot6.
 The grocery7 store has an express checkout lane8 for people who are purchasing9 fewer than ten items10.
 We should make sure that the department store has a wide variety11 of merchandise before we commit12 to
buying a gift voucher13.
 The store over there has a mandatory14 policy15 of showing customers only one item at a time.
 We buy either essential items or frivolous16 items.
 A security17 guard is a person who is paid to protect property18 or people.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 21

1

vacant/ security/ voucher/ grocery/ frivolous/ mandatory/ adjacent/ lane/ 
property/ policy/ lot/ items/ purchase/ pharmacy/ commit/ expand/



      WORD FAMILIES
One word can become a noun, a verb, an adjective, or an adverb by changing its suffix.
Example:   protect (v)     protection (n)     protective (adj)     protectively (adv)
v=verb    n=noun    adj=adjective    adv=adverb

Fill in the blanks with appropriate form.
1.  expand (v)           noun ?(          )  
2. vacant (adj) n. (          )   v. (          )
3. secure (v / adj) n. (          )    adv. (          )
4. mandatory (adj) v. n. ( )
5. merchandise (v/ n) n =person (          )
6. purchase (v/ n)           n=person (           )

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 21

2

DEFINITIONS

A. a small area of land that belongs to a person or company
B. a narrow passage
C. to decide to do
D. a thing or things belonging to someone
E. near, close
F. a grocer’s (a person who sells food and small household goods) shop
G. safety
H. required by a rule; obligatory
I. a shop where medicines are sold.
J. not having any serious purpose
K. buying
L. a set of ideas used as a basis for making decisions
M. space
N. a coupon that can be used instead of money
O. becoming larger
P. range; a number of different kinds
Q. one of a list of objects
R. not occupied; empty



Part 5 exercise

choose the word that best completes the sentence.
identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
if the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.

1.  The international environment is favorable for the ……………… of trade.
(A) expand   (B) expanded   (C) expansion   (D) expands

2.  The house is ……………. to a park.
(A) proximity   (B) adjacent   (C) nearness   (D) adjourn

3.  The winners will each receive a ……………… for a pair of cinema tickets. 
(A) vouch   (B) vouched   (C) vouching   (D) voucher

4.  Attendance at the meeting is ………………..
(A) mandate   (B) mandatory   (C) mandates   (D) mandated

5.  I didn’t do it from such a ………………… motive.
(A) frill   (B) frilliness   (C) frilling   (D) frivolous

6.  She inherited her uncle’s ………………..
(A) property   (B) proactive   (C) promoted   (D) progressing

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 21

3



    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. The international environment is favorable for the e_ _ _ _sion of trade.
2. The house is a_ _ _ _ _nt to a park.
3. The winners will each receive a v_ _ _ _ _r for a pair of cinema tickets.
4. Attendance at the meeting is m_ _ _ _ _ory.
5. I didn’t do it from such a f_ _ _ _ _ous motive.
6. She inherited her uncle’s p_ _ _ _ _ty.

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Read the following two paragraphs and choose one of the vocabulary words listed below to fill in the 
blanks.

A. Most shoppers are looking for bargains. Some even check out all the (       ) looking to see if the items they
normally use have been (       ) down. Customers know that our (       ) sales offer (      ) (     ) across the store. How
do you call a sale with reduced prices to sell off stock from previous seasons? It is called a (         ) sale. (       )
checking or stock taking is the physical (         ) of the items in stock.

B. Thanks to the internet, buyers become more (       ) about the (    ) and prompt (       ) of their purchases.
Online shopping or online (     ) is a form of electronic (      ) which allows (        ) to directly buy goods or services 
from a seller over the internet using a web browser. This is the one area of merchandising that continues to have a 
positive (        ) far into the future.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 22

1

stocktake/ consumers/ comfortable/ outlook/ aisles/ security/ genuine/ commerce/ 
inventory/markdowns/ retailing/ delivery/ verification/ marked/ transaction

stocktake/ stocktake/ consumers/ comfortable/ outlook/ aisles/ security/ genuine/ 
commerce/ inventory/markdowns/ retailing/ delivery/ verification/ marked



      Read the following and answer the questions.
There are two different types of multichannel shopping:
1. Choosing the channel to shop from several channels such as online, catalogue or bricks and mortar.
2. Using different channels to make a single purchase. Researching a product online and then buying it in store will
be one of the examples of this type of transaction.

Question I : The phrase “bricks and mortar” is closest in meaning to 
(A) transaction   (B) store   (C) channel   (D) mobile application

Question II : In the last sentence, the word “transaction” is closest in meaning to   
(A) an input message to a computer system dealt with as a single unit of work
(B) an exchange between people
(C) an instance of buying and selling; a business deal
(D) published reports of proceedings at the meeting of a learned society

      Match each definition (A – L) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 12)

DEFINITIONS

A. a reduction in the price
B. counting and checking of all the goods that a shop or business has
C. real
D. a business deal
E. a list of items in stock
F. establishing the truth, accuracy, or reality of
G. feeling physically relaxed
H. the prospect for the future
I. taking something to a person or place
J. selling of merchandise directly to the consumer
K. activities that relate to the buying and selling of goods and services
L. a person who buys goods and services

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 22

2

1. consumer
2. outlook
3. delivery
4. stocktaking
5. markdown
6. transaction
7. genuine
8. retailing
9. verification
10. inventory
11. comfortable
12. commerce



WORD FAMILIES

One word can become a noun, a verb, an adjective, or an adverb by changing its suffix.
Example:   protect (v)     protection (n)     protective (adj)     protectively (adv)
v=verb    n=noun    adj=adjective    adv=adverb

Fill in the blanks with appropriate form.
1.  delivery (n)           v.(          )   adj. (          )
2. verification (n) v. (          )   adj. (          )
3. consumer (n) v. (          )  n. (         )

PARt 5 ExERcISE

Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.

1.  Nobody was ever able to …………….. its date of origin or even what it was made of.
(A) verification   (B) verify   (C) verifying   (D) verifiable

2.  You can enjoy the convenience of doorstep …………… at big savings on the full subscription rate. 
(A) proximity   (B) delivers   (C) delivered   (D) delivery

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 22

3



    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. Nobody was ever able to v_ _ _ _y its date of origin or even what it was made of.
2. You can enjoy the convenience of doorstep d_ _ _ _ _ry at big savings on the full subscription rate.
3. Customers know that our s_ _ _ _ _ake sales offer g_ _ _ _ _e m_ _ _ _ _ _ns across the store.
4. Stock-taking or i_ _ _ _ _ory checking is the physical v_ _ _ _ _ _ation of the quantities and condition of items
held.

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Read the following two paragraphs and choose one of today’s vocabulary words listed above to fill in the 
blanks.

A career fair is also called a (       ), which is a fair for (     ) to meet with (     ) job (     ). It includes company tables 
or (       ) where (      ) can be collected. Job fairs (      ) a (       ) location for job seekers to meet employers and (     ) 
first interviews. Due to the floundering economy at the end of the first (       ) and the beginning of the second  
decade of the 2000s, a lot of (       ), as well as other (       ) groups are attending job fairs to apply for jobs .
You can meet many company representatives during a short period of time. Job fair (      ) is called as the process of 
(      ) with, (      ) contact information of, and knowing company recruiters.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 23

1

networking/ recruiters/ demographic/ obtaining/ job fair/ convenient/ prospective/ 
interacting/ senior citizens/ decade/ seekers/ perform/ provide/ résumés/ booths



      Match each definition (A – L) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 12)

DEFINITIONS

A. formal presentation of a job applicant’s education, skills, and
work experience
B. expected, potential or likely to be.
C. close and easy to reach
D. acting in such a way as to have an effect on each other
E. someone who is over 60 years old
F. to do
G. a period of ten years
H. creating a group of acquaintances and keeping it active through regular
communication for mutual benefit
I. of a part of the population that is considered as a group
J. to give or make it available
K. a small partly enclosed structure where you can get information
L. a person who works to fill job openings in businesses or organizations

PArT 5 ExErcISE

choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.

1.  According to Census data ………..by the state Department of Labor and Industry, Hispanic workers constitute 
about 3% of the work force.
(A) provide   (B) provided   (C) provision   (D) providing
2.  We ………….. with our customers over the phone.
(A) interaction   (B) interactively   (C) interact   (D) interactive
3.  The operation was ……………with the patient under general anesthesia
(A) performing   (B) performance   (C) performable   (D) performed

Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.
1.  Attending a …………….  ………….. is an easy way to connect to numerous employers quickly.
2. …………… today look for a well-rounded personality.
3.  Once you have impressed a …………… employer through your ……………, you will typically be invited to 
be interviewed.
4.  Often sponsored by career centers, job fairs …………… a ……………. location for students to meet 
employers and ……………….. first interviews.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 23

2

1. recruiter
2. booth
3. networking
4. demographic
5. decade
6. provide
7. interacting
8. perform
9. résumé
10. convenient
11. senior citizen
12. prospective



    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. Attending a job f_ _r is an easy way to connect to numerous employers quickly.
2. R_ _ _ _ _ters today look for a well-rounded personality.
3. Once you have impressed a p_ _ _ _ _ _tive employer through your r_ _ _ _é, you will typically be invited to be
interviewed.
4. Often sponsored by career centers, job fairs p_ _ _ _ _e a c_ _ _ _ _ient location for students to meet employers
and p_ _ _ _ _m first interviews.

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Read the following text and choose one of the vocabulary words listed below to fill in the blanks.

(          ) is the business of recruiting or hiring people to work for a company. Usually this is managed by the 
( ) or (        ) department.
A job (        ) is probably the most important part of the job search and recruitment process. Most job (      ) will be 
(        ), most of the time for such reasons as small or careless mistakes on a job application form, résumé or 
(              ). 
A (           ) is a meeting organized by a recruiter to evaluate a potential employee for prospective employment at a 
company. It is preceded by the (         ) of résumés (       ) by (        ) who have applied for a particular job.
A job interview will typically (     ) a candidate meeting with recruiters from a company. 
When a company interviews a candidate for a job, they are not allowed to (          ) against him or her on the 
grounds of race, sex, age or disability. In other words every candidate should have (             ), or the same chance to 
get the job.
The primary purpose of the job interview is to (assess) the candidate’s suitability for the job.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 24

1

reference/ involves / Personnel / job interview / equal opportunities / applicants / 
discriminate / application / assess/ probationary period/ submitted / covering letter 
/ evaluation / Human Resources / rejected / candidates/ referee/ recruitment 

involves / Personnel / job interview / equal opportunities / applicants / discrimi-
nate / application / assess/ recruitment / submitted / covering letter / evaluation / 
Human Resources / rejected / candidates/



      Use the terms in the box to complete the sentences below.

referee/ probationary period / reference/ covering letter

1.  A …………………….. is a letter written by someone who knows you and that describes your character and 
abilities.
2.  A ……………………is a person who gives you a reference when you are applying for a job.
3.  A letter sent with your résumé is called a ………………………., in which you need to explain the reasons for 
your application.
4.   A …………………………….. is a period after someone starts a job, during which their employer can decide 
whether he or she is suitable and should be allowed to continue as a “regular” employee.

      Match each definition (A – L) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 12)

DEFINITIONS

A. to include
B. to give something, such as a document, to someone
C. an act of appraising
D. to treat differently
E. to refuse to accept
F. to ask formally for something, such as a job
G. to make a judgment about something

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 24

2

1. apply
2. assess
3. evaluation
4. reject
5. submit
6. involve
7. discriminate



    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. The primary purpose of the job interview is to a_ _ _ _s the candidate’s suitability for the job
2. When a company interviews a candidate for a job, they are not allowed to d_ _ _ _ _ _inate against him or her
on the grounds of race, sex, age or disability.
3. A job i_ _ _ _ _ _ew is a meeting organized by a recruiter to evaluate a potential employee for prospective
employment at a company.
4. It is preceded by the e_ _ _ _ _tion of résumés s_ _ _ _ _ted by c_ _ _ _ _ _tes who have applied for a particular
job.

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Read the following two paragraphs and choose one of today’s vocabulary word listed above to fill in the 
blanks.

(      ) is possible to be (         ) based on (           ) or (             ) waste so that the City can deliver different (          ) 
of our (      ) to recycling (         ) that can (       ) it to our (       ). Our trash is not a waste any more, it’s a (        ) for 
making new products and creating soil (            ).
Sorting waste can be done manually at the (          ) and collected through (          ) collection (          ), or 
automatically separated in mechanical biological (          ) systems.
A problem which is increasing is (         ). We have less and less land to deposit (       ). On the other hand, the 
volume of waste never ceases to increase. So, segregating waste is not only of environmental importance, but also of 
economic (         ).

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 25

1

waste, trash or refuse/ concern/ biodegradable/ household/ resource/ landfills/ 
benefit/ segregated/ treatment/ schemes/ non-biodegradable/ utilize/ components/ 
curbside/ facilities/ amendments



      Match each definition (A – P) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 16)

DEFINITIONS

A. wealth, supplies of raw materials, etc. which people have or can use
B. a small improvement
C. to separate one part of a place or thing from another
D. an advantage
E. a side of a street
F. services provided for a particular purpose
G. part
H. a feeling of worry about something important
I. a place where waste is buried under the ground
J. that can be broken into small parts and absorbed naturally into the
environment
K. all the people who live together in one house =(n-C) house
L. a process by which something is cleaned
M. that cannot be broken into small parts and absorbed naturally into
the environment
N. (n-U)  things that you throw away
O. a system or program
P. to use something for a particular purpose

Part 5 exercise

Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.

1.  To get the full …………., this plan should be viewed as a long-term investment. 
(A) beneficially   (B) beneficiary   (C) beneficial   (D) benefit
2.  He insisted that the speech did not need any ……………. 
(A) amend   (B) amendment   (C) amended   (D) to amend
3.  The hotel has its own pool and leisure ……………
(A) facilitate   (B) facilitator   (C) facilities   (D) facilitation

      Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.

1. ………….. are an increasingly pressing problem.
2.  Waste sorting can occur manually at the …………… and collected through ……….. collection………...
3.  ………….. can be ……………. on basis of ……………. or ………………………….waste

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 25

2

1. waste=trash=refuse
2. concern
3. biodegradable
4. household
5. resource
6. landfill
7. benefit
8. segregate
9. treatment
10. scheme
11. non-biodegradable
12. utilize
13. component
14. curbside
15. facilities
16. amendment



    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. L_ _ _ _ _lls are an increasingly pressing problem.
2. Waste sorting can occur manually at the h_ _ _ _ _old and collected through curbside collection s_ _ _ _ _s.
3. W_ _ _e can be s_ _ _ _ _ated on basis of b_ _ _ _ _radable or non-b_ _ _ _ _radable waste

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word listed above.

Mba

People from various academic (           ) are attracted by the Master of Business Administration (MBA). It has an 
origin in the US in the late 19th century, as the country (            ) and companies (       ) scientific approaches to 
management. The (     ) courses introduce the various areas of business such as finance, accounting, marketing, etc. 
Many programs include (        ) courses, which are not (         ) courses.
In case you want to do well in the global (            ) with a (          ) MBA, but you cannot attend a face to face 
program on campus due to your current job, family (            ) or economic (            ), this program offers what you 
need:
Experience a world-class business school education from the convenience of any location with Cedarville’s Online 
Global MBA program, ranked among the top 5 (        ) (        ) MBAs in the world. 
Founded in 1948, Cedarville is the oldest graduate management school focused exclusively on global business.  
Regarded as the world’s leading institution in the education of global managers, the (           ) is based on the (         
) that to do business on a global scale, leaders must not only know the (           ) of business, but also understand the 
customs of other countries and be able to communicate with different cultures.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 26

1

industrialized/ core/ elective/ limitations/ top-notch/ principle/ curriculum/  
distance/ intricacies/ required/ obligations/ disciplines/ learning/ marketplace/ 
sought



      Match each definition (A – P) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 16)

DEFINITIONS

A. extremely good
B. to try to achieve
C. to develop industry within a country
D. being officially demanded that someone does something
E. the subjects that are taught by a school, college etc.
F. a method of study that involves working at home and sending your work
to your teacher
G. the most important or most basic part of something
H. the basic idea that a system is based on
I. a place where a particular product or service is bought or sold
J. an area of knowledge or teaching, especially one that is studied at a
university
K. complicated details
L. If someone or something has limitations, they are not as good as they
could be
M. a course that students can choose to take, although they do not have to
take it in order to graduate
N. something that you must do

Part 5 exercise

Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.

1.  During the MBA you will choose ten to twelve ……….from a large and varied portfolio. 
(A) electors   (B) electives   (C) elects   (D) elections
2.  The government’s challenge is how to …………… 
(A) industrialization   (B) industry   (C) industrial   (D) industrialize

Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.

1.  I haven’t got time to do his work for him - I’ve got too many ………………. as it is.
2.  I enjoyed the film, but I couldn’t follow all the ……………. of the plot.
3.  The new conference center has ……-………  facilities.
4.  Living in a flat is all right, but it has its …………….. - for example, you don’t have your own garden.
5.  You are …………….. by law to produce a valid passport.
6.  The …………. of the bank’s business is in London.
7.  The company has the ability to dominate a ……………. even while branching out from its core product.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 26

2

1. industrialize
2. core
3. elective
4. limitations
5. top-notch
6. principle
7. curriculum
8. distance learning
9. intricacies
10. required
11. obligation
12. discipline
13. seek
14. marketplace



    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. I haven’t got time to do his work for him - I’ve got too many o_ _ _ _ _tions as it is.
2. I enjoyed the film, but I couldn’t follow all the i_ _ _ _ _ _cies of the plot.
3. The new conference center has t_ _-n_ _ _h facilities.
4. Living in a flat is all right, but it has its l_ _ _ _ _tions - for example, you don’t have your own garden.
5. You are r_ _ _ _ _ed by law to produce a valid passport.
6. The c_ _e of the bank’s business is in London.
7. The company has the ability to dominate a m_ _ _ _ _ _lace even while branching out from its core product.

woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word listed above.
STaPLeR

A stapler is a (       ) used for joining sheets of paper by (        ) a thin metal (       ) through the sheets and (         ) 
the ends. 

Being a (          ) of office supplies for (           ) the stapler has hardly ever made remarkable (           ). Being used 
to its technique of (          ) sheets, not so many people may have imagined a staple-free stapler would come into 
existence. 

A staple-free stapler reduces the amount of metal (           ) into the environment. It also means no staple (        ) 
accidental (         ) of clothing and fingers, and a small amount of (       ) to pull apart the pages.

A staple-free stapler, however, will (       ) only a few sheets, about five at maximum. The fastening itself is not as 
strong as a metal staple; the pages might be more easily pulled apart and (              ) to mix-up or loss. For 
long-term (         ) of important documents, you should choose a metal staple because it provides a more permanent 
(        ).

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 27

1

hallmark/ storage/ vulnerable/ hassle/ bond/ driving/ innovation/ staple/ 
device/ folding/ vulnerable/ discarded/ piercing/ decades/ attach/ snag/ jams



      Match each definition (A – P) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 16)

DEFINITIONS

A. a problem, difficulty, or disadvantage
B. to throw away
C. to fasten or connect one object to another
D. to push something into something
E. to make a small hole through something using a sharp point
F. a situation in which a machine does not work because something is
stopping a part from moving
G. a short, thin piece of wire used to fasten sheets of paper together
H. something that is typical of a particular thing
I. a new idea, design, product, etc.
J. weak and easily affected by something bad
K. a situation that causes difficulty or trouble
L. an object or machine which has been invented for a particular purpose
M. a period of ten years
N. the act of keeping things somewhere so that they can be used later
O. to bend
P. a situation of being joined together

      Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.

1.  You should not use any personal electronic …………, such as a cell phone, while driving.
2.  The drug is very effective – the only ………….. is that it cannot be produced in large quantities.
3.  She fed the documents into the machine making sure that there were no paper …………….
4.  Older people are especially …………….. to cold temperatures even inside their homes.
5.  Bad weather was the major …………… during our trip.
6.  Product ……………….. lead to an increase in effective demand which encourages an increase in investment 
and employment.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 27

2

1. hallmark
2. storage
3. vulnerable
4. hassle
5. bond
6. drive
7. innovation
8. staple
9. device
10. fold
11. discard
12. pierce
13. decade
14. attach
15. snag
16. jam



    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. You should not use any personal electronic d_ _ _ _e, such as a cell phone, while driving.
2. The drug is very effective – the only s_ _ g is that it cannot be produced in large quantities.
3. She fed the documents into the machine making sure that there were no paper j_ms.
4. Older people are especially v_ _ _ _ _ _ble to cold temperatures even inside their homes.
5. Bad weather was the major h_ _ _ _e during our trip.
6. Product i_ _ _ _ _tions lead to an increase in effective demand which encourages an increase in investment and
employment.

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word listed above.
NoTice

The city of Hastings is now under (            ) water (             ) (     ) (   ) the (          ). If you live in the Hastings city 
limits, here are your restrictions;
You’re ordered to do the following:
━ (         ) all (             ) (         ) within 72 hours.
━ Limit outdoor (            ) use:  

a. (             ) gardens and (      )
You can water manually between 6am and 8pm on (           ) days.*
You can use automatic watering systems only between midnight and 4am on alternate days.

b. Vehicle washing
A hand-held hose fitted with a (        ) can be used to pre-rinse and rinse only.

c. Pools and spas
Prior to filling a pool or spa of 2,000 liters capacity or more owners must (         ) a water conservation plan and 
have it (           ) by their local water business. If you are filling up a pool or spa with a capacity of 2,000 liters or 
less, you must use a hand-held hose, a water can or a bucket.

*Alternate days: (     ) numbered houses can water on odd dates and (      ) numbered houses can water on even
numbered days.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 28

1

odd/ irrigation/ repair/ due to/ residential/ detectable/ mandatory/ lawns/ 
even/ nozzle/ approved/ alternate/ restrictions/ drought/ leaks/ submit/



      Match each definition (A – P) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 16)

DEFINITIONS

A. a long period of dry weather
B. to formally send a document to a person or group in authority
C. to accept, allow, or officially agree to something
D. able to be noticed or discovered
E. if a liquid or gas leaks from a pipe or container, it escapes through
an opening
F. a number that cannot be divided exactly by two
G. to get something that is damaged back into good condition
H. required by law; compulsory; obligatory
I. an official control on what people are allowed to do
J. because of
K. an area of grass that is cut regularly to keep it short
L. supplying dry land with water
M. with first one thing, then another thing, and then the first thing again
N. where people live
O. a number that can be divided exactly by two
P. A projecting part with an opening, as at the end of a hose, for regulating
and directing a flow of fluid.

      Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.

1.  Attach the ……….. to the garden hose before turning on the water.
2.  Private cars are banned from the city on …………… days.
3.  They would make it ……………… for everyone to have health insurance.
4.  Will you mow the …………. at the weekend?
5.  The ship ………… an estimated 70,000 gallons of fuel last week.
6.  This practice imposes unnecessary ……………. on employment.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 28

2

1. odd
2. repair
3. mandatory
4. lawn
5. alternate
6. leak
7. restriction
8. residential
9. irrigation
10. even
11. drought
12. approve
13. nozzle
14. submit
15. detectable
16. due to/



    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. Attach the n_ _ _ _e to the garden hose before turning on the water.
2. Private cars are banned from the city on a_ _ _ _ _ate days.
3. They would make it m_ _ _ _ _ory for everyone to have health insurance.
4. Will you mow the l_ _n at the weekend?
5. The ship l_ _ _ed an estimated 70,000 gallons of fuel last week.
6. This practice imposes unnecessary r_ _ _ _ _ _tions on employment.

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word(s) listed above.

Passenger Screening

To increase traveler security it is important that all passengers leaving this country be (          ) at the screening point 
(            ) boarding.
Five simple steps to get through passenger screening:
1. As you approach the screening point, there will be (       ) for you to (            ) any weapons, (             ) 
items or liquids, aerosols and gels above the (             ) amounts.
2. You will be asked to walk through a metal (            ) You may be asked to (         ) your shoes, your belt or 
other metal objects such as piercings that may cause an alarm to sound.
3. The screening officer will ask you to remove any metal objects and (          ) them on the trays (           ) if 
the metal detector alarm sounds.
4. The screening officer will ask you to take part in a (       ) search, if the alarm sounds again. If you want, you
can ask for that screening to take place in a private room.
5. Airport metal detectors are quite (           ) to metals, this includes metal (            ) that may have been

placed inside your body. These may indeed set off metal detectors, so let screening staff know if you have metal
     implants, such as (           ) knees or hips.
If you (         ) to be screened, you will not be allowed to board your flight.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 29

1

refuse/ detector/ prohibited/ screened/ place/ implants/ bins/ frisk/ artificial
sensitive/ provided/ remove/ prior to/ restricted/ surrender 



      Match each definition (A – O) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 15)

DEFINITIONS

A. something that has been put into the body in a medical operation
B. to search someone for hidden weapons, drugs etc. by feeling their body
with your hands
C. to give up something
D. given
E. to say that you will not do or accept something
F. able to record small changes
G. a container for waste
H. a device used to find particular substances or things
I. to put something in a particular position
J. before a particular time or event
K. take off or away from the place occupied
L. to limit someone’s actions
M. to test or examine someone or something to discover if there is anything
wrong with them
N. to officially refuse to allow something
O. not natural or real

      Part 5 exercise
Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.
1.  Georgia is one of 22 states that …………. the sale of raw milk for human consumption. 
(A) restrictive   (B) restriction   (C) restricting   (D) restrict
2.  Some big brand wines are ………….. to accept supermarket price reductions. 
(A) refuse   (B) refusing   (C) refusal   (D) refused
3.  The government introduced a law ………….. tobacco advertisements on TV. 
(A) prohibiting   (B) prohibit   (C) prohibitive   (D) prohibitively

     Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.
1.  The patient’s responses are recorded on a …………piece of equipment which gives extremely accurate readings. 
2.  All women over 50 will be ………… for breast cancer.
3.  This detergent will …………even old stains.
4.  The police demanded that the gang ……………..their weapons
5.  The company was forced to close when it was …………… a new bank loan.
6.  All meals are …………… throughout the course.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 29

2

1. provided
2. sensitive
3. detector
4. frisk
5. prior to
6. remove
7. implant
8. artificial
9. restrict
10. refuse
11. prohibit
12. screen
13. place
14. bin
15. surrender



    Vocab ReView

Fill in the blanks.
1. The patient’s responses are recorded on a s_ _ _ _ _ive piece of equipment which gives extremely accurate
readings.
2. All women over 50 will be s_ _ _ _ _ed for breast cancer.
3. This detergent will r_ _ _ _e even old stains.
4. The police demanded that the gang s_ _ _ _ _der their weapons
5. The company was forced to close when it was r_ _ _ _ _d a new bank loan.
6. All meals are p_ _ _ _ _ed throughout the course.

woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word(s) listed above.

Job Fair

A career fair is also called a (          ) aimed to (             ) the meeting of (             ) job seekers and 
(            ) in one (        ) 
It includes company table or (         ) where (           ) can be collected. It provides a (             ) location to meet 
employers and (          ) first interview. Due to the foundering economy at the end of the first (         ) and the 
beginning of the second decade of the 2000s, a growing number of ( ) and also other ( ) groups 
are attending job fairs.
Job fairs give you a good chance to meet recruiters. We can describe job fair (              ) as the process of (            ) 
with, (             ) contact information of, and knowing recruiters.

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

TOEIC VOCAB BUILDER ADVANCED
DAY 30

1

obtaining/ senior citizens/ booths/ prospective/ networking/ convenient/ job fair/ 
decade/ demographic/ perform/ interacting/ résumés/ venue/ fast track/ recruiters



      Match each definition (A – O) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 15)

DEFINITIONS

A. to make it easier for something to happen or for someone to achieve
something more quickly than usual
B. an event at which people looking for a job can meet possible employers
C. to get something
D. possible
E. an older person, usually over the age of 60 or 65, esp. one who is
no longer employed
F. the place where a large or important event happens
G. a period of ten years
H. pertaining to the statistical study of human populations
I. to communicate with someone
J. a small area set up by an organization at a fair to show or sell its products

or services
K. a company that is looking for new employees
L. the activity of trying to meet people who might be useful to know,

especially in your job
M. to do
N. a short written statement of your education and work experience
O. suitable for your purposes and needs

Part 5 exercise
Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.
1.  The careers fair gives students a chance to meet ……………. employers. 
(A) prospect   (B) prospector   (C) prospectus   (D) prospective
2.  The company’s core brand is …………. well. 
(A) perform   (B) performing   (C) performance   (D) performs
3.  The hotel is an ideal ………… for conferences and business meetings.
(A) track   (B) demographic   (C) venue   (D) booth

Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.
1.  What is the best way of contacting ……………. customers?
2.  …………..  …………… get a discount.
3.  The group has booked the popular 1000-seat …………. for its annual sales conference.
4.  We …………. with our customers over the phone.
5.  Corporate …………….. are visiting the university campus to interview final year students.
6.  Would 3 o’clock be a …………. time to meet?

T O E I C  V O C A B  A D VA N C E D

DAY 30

2

1. obtain
2. senior citizen
3. decade
4. demographic
5. booth
6. networking
7. recruiter
8. perform
9. résumé
10. prospective
11. venue
12. interact
13. fast track
14. convenient
15. job fair
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